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LEGAL NOTICE: We value integrity SO much, and we want to make clear what our expectations and guidelines are. 

These materials are copyrighted and are provided to you via Gretchen Pritts, a Certified Ambassador of The Archetype Alignment Grid™. 

Gretchen Pritts has been trained and licensed in order to use these materials. To inquire about purchasing a license, please visit http://budurl.
com/getcertified

We want to make sure you understand what is expected of you and how things work. You do not have the right to reprint, reproduce or resell the 
contents of these materials, including written works, audio and video, including giving it away, selling it or sharing it. You may not use any of these 

materials in a book, video or any other media without first becoming certified, which requires training. 

You may not use these materials or concepts as a tool with your clients, in your marketing or in any of the media or content you use in your 
business, or in any type of workshop, seminar, class, talk or training unless you go through our certification training and/or purchase a license. 
If you wish to do this, you may inquire about becoming certified or purchasing a license by contacting the originator of The Archetype Alignment 

Grid, Beth A. Grant, at her web site, http://www.truthandconsciousness.com.

If you wish to share this information with others, please refer interested parties to the following web page so they can receive their own kit.  
You may do this by referring them to: 

http://gretchenpritts.com/kit
Copyright © 2013-2016 Moongazer, Inc. dba Truth & Consciousness™

All rights reserved. 

Disclaimer and/or Legal Notes. The information presented herein represents the view of the author as of the date of publication. The author 
reserves the right to alter and update her opinion based on new experiences and conditions. The publication of this material is for information 

purposes only. The person reading/viewing/listening/applying the material is responsible for his or her own life, business, results and own choices. 
Examples given in this program are purely examples and should not be construed as promises of a certain outcome. Every participant will have 

unique results, and absolutely no guarantee of a result is given whatsoever. This material should in no way be construed as business advice. It is 
purely intended as information that the reader/listener may or may not find useful in his or her own situation. While every attempt has been made 

to verify the information provided in this material, neither the author nor her affiliates/partners assume any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies, or 
omissions. Any omission of credit toward people or organizations is unintentional.

http://www.truthandconsciousness.com
http://gretchenpritts.com
http://www.truthandconsciousness.com/get-certified-2/
http://budurl.com/getcertified
http://budurl.com/getcertified
http://www.truthandconsciousness.com.
http://gretchenpritts.com/kit 
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Welcome to the Real You - the Whole You!
I say “welcome to the real you” because that’s the key to everything you want to create in 
your business (and your life, for that matter). You’re about to discover how aligning your 
business choices with who you - at your core - can make things easy in your business. 

Being yourself is where it’s at. It’s what causes people to want to buy from you, and it’s what 
causes things to flow easily, allowing you to work less and earn more. It’s what allows you to 
look forward to your business and enjoy your success.

When you are not being yourself, things get messed up - especially for heart and spiritually 
driven biz owners.It’s kinda like trying to dance with two left feet. However, when you are fully 
yourself, your biz self, your soul self and your higher self - the dance is sacred. The flow is 
exquiste. 

Once you find your archetype(s) on the Archetype Alignment Grid and make choices that 
are aligned with you, you’ll free yourself from falling into these common traps for heart and 
spiritually driven biz owners:

• Spending money on business programs that never seem to work for you?

• Feeling frustrated about why when you’re doing everything right, business feels so 
hard?

• Hiring the wrong coaches and consultants, that just don’t “get” you.

• Feeling like there is something wrong with you because you aren’t producing the 
results you desire?

First off, let me say: There is nothing wrong with you. You are capable, brilliant, and hereby 
liberated to create a business where you self-express and you forge a path that works 
extremely well for you.

However, during this process, you may have to unlearn a few things, and you may have to 
tweak a few things, but here’s the best part: No more trying to be someone you’re not. No 
more creating a biz that doesn’t feel good to you. People need what you offer. You’re about 
to discover your Archetype Alignment, and it’s going to change everything.

When you completely 
infuse your unique 
self into all parts of 
your business - you 
create a vortex - a 
place where the right 
people flock to you 
and you feel great 
with every step you 
take.

http://www.truthandconsciousness.com
http://gretchenpritts.com
http://www.truthandconsciousness.com/get-certified-2/
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The Archetype Alignment Grid is designed to help you align two crucial elements within you 
that cause the responses you get in your marketing:

1. Your Natural Style of providing solutions and connecting with people, and

2. Your Personal Persuasion Power™, which is the natural way you influence others, 
whether it’s your family, your friends, your child’s teacher or your customer.

Here are some tips for finding your place on the Grid. 
• Look for the traits you have RIGHT NOW, not who you wish you were. We are all 

works in progress, but it’s important to look at who you are and how you act and feel 
right now in determining your archetype.

• You will probably fall into several boxes. It’s really important that you narrow yourself 
down to no more than four boxes with two boxes as primary. The other one or two 
boxes will factor into your marketing plan, but they will be secondary as you make 
your decisions. Making note of other boxes you can relate to is great, but prioritize 
how much they truly reflect your nature. This is all about getting down to your TRUTH.

• Don’t get hung up on one trait and reject the entire box. Look for the overall match.

• If you can’t find an exact match, pick the one that feels closest. A great way to 
narrow it down is to think about the people in the marketplace you most relate to — 
those who you feel you are most like, where you relate to their personality, approach, 
traits or talents. Then ask yourself, “What box do I think they are in?” (Again, don’t 
analyze based on who you aspire to be, but who you actually are.)

In this program, you’ll find a blank Grid + the traits for each box. Keep in mind, these are 
the most important traits, but are not all-inclusive. 

Your archetype is 
an alignment of 
your Natural Style 
(your personality 
and natural way of 
providing solutions) 
+ your Personal 
Persuasion Power 
(your natural way of  
influencing others).

http://www.truthandconsciousness.com
http://gretchenpritts.com
http://www.truthandconsciousness.com/get-certified-2/
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Your entire marketing plan will be based on where you are on the Archetype Alignment Grid, 
so it’s imperative that you get this right. Once you do, you’ll save yourself lots of money, and 
months, if not years, of time and frustration trying to figure out this marketing thing.

http://www.truthandconsciousness.com
http://gretchenpritts.com
http://www.truthandconsciousness.com/get-certified-2/
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Enjoy these materials, and 
remember, always be yourself!
For information and resources on the Grid and how to apply 
it, please visit: www.gretchenpritts.com/kit. 

If you’d like to learn how to use the Grid with your clients, you 
may learn about how to become certified at: 
www.truthandconsciousness.com.

http://www.truthandconsciousness.com
http://gretchenpritts.com
http://www.truthandconsciousness.com/get-certified-2/
http://www.gretchenpritts.com/kit
http://www.truthandconsciousness.com.
http://www.truthandconsciousness.com/get-certified-2/
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The Archetype 
Alignment Grid

http://www.truthandconsciousness.com
http://gretchenpritts.com
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CHARISMATIC
(CONFIDENCE/
CHARM/ENERGY)

GURU/STAR TRAITS
Thrives being center of attention

Extroverted personality
Extreme income is primary goal

High sense of deserving
I Know Best approach

Low sense of responsibility for clients’       
results or happiness
Extremely influential

In networking, attitude is “What can this 
person do for me?”

Loves face to face interaction
Likes being on camera

Perceived as persona/image
Groupies energize you

TRUTH GUIDE TRAITS
Likes being the center of attention

Extroverted personality
Fulfilling purpose is primary goal

Good at receiving; giver by nature
You Know Best approach

High sense of responsibility for clients’      
results or happiness

Highly influential
In networking, attitude is, “How can we help 

each other?”
Loves face to face interaction

Likes being on camera
Perceived as real

Groupies may make you feel                     
uncomfortable or embarrassed, or you 

might feel energized by them

Charismatic Guru/Star and Charismatic Truth Guide Traits
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CONVERSATIONAL
(TALKING/VOICE/
TRUST)

GURU/STAR TRAITS
People love hearing you talk

Could be extroverted or introverted

Essence comes out through voice

Influencing people is primary goal

High sense of deserving

I Know Best approach

Low sense of responsibility for  
clients’ results

Extremely influential

In networking, attitude is mainly, “What can 
this person do for me?”

Likes being in the media

Perceived as persona/image

Groupies feel natural to you

TRUTH GUIDE TRAITS
People love hearing you talk

Could be extroverted or introverted

Essence comes out through voice

Providing solution is primary goal

Giver by nature

You Know Best approach

High sense of responsibility for  
clients’ results

Highly respected and trusted

In networking, attitude is mainly, “How can I 
help?” with mutual balance

Loves intimate conversation

Perceived as real

Groupies may make you feel uncomfortable 
or embarrassed

Conversational Guru/Star and Conversational Truth Guide Traits
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COMPELLING
CREATIVE
(CONTENT/TALENT/
IDEAS)

GURU/STAR TRAITS
Has cutting-edge ideas, or highly talented

Could be extroverted or introverted
Viewed as top person/talent their field

Passive and leveraged income are 
often primary goals

High sense of deserving
I Know Best approach

Low sense of responsibility for clients’ re-
sults or happiness

In networking, attitude is, “What can this 
person do for me?”

Content/creative/talent is sales driver
Time/space to create is paramount

Media exposure is enjoyable
Perceived as a persona/image

Groupies feel natural to you

TRUTH GUIDE TRAITS
Has cutting-edge ideas, or highly talented

Could be extroverted or introverted
Viewed as top person/talent in their field
Time & money to creative is primary goal

Highly trusted and respected
You Know Best approach

High sense of responsibility for clients’ results or 
happiness

In networking, attitude is, “How can I get my 
stuff into the world?”

Content/creative/talent is sales driver and time/
space to create is paramount

Marketing is a necessary nuisance
Media exposure is means to an end

Perceived as real
Groupies may make you feel uncomfortable or 

embarrassed

Compelling Creative Guru/Star and Compelling Creative Truth Guide Traits
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CHARISMATIC
(CONFIDENCE/
CHARM/ENERGY)

CONNECTOR TRAITS
Thrives being center of attention

Extroverted personality

Connecting people with what they need is 
primary goal

Good receiver if promoting someone else

They Know Best approach

Feel more comfortable selling for others 
than for self

Center of influence

Natural networker. In networking, attitude is 
“How can I help you?”

Loves face to face interaction

Likes being on camera

Can be perceived as persona or as real

SUPPORTER TRAITS
Happy to let someone else have spotlight, 

but doesn’t mind being in it

High sense of responsibility for providing 
promised results

Extroverted personality

Supporting someone else’s business is 
primary goal or nature of business

I Have a Great Solution approach

Personality or charm is primary driver in sales

Networking approach is, “How can I       
support you?”

Loves face to face interaction

Can be perceived as persona or real

Charismatic Connector and Charismatic Supporter Traits
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CONVERSATIONAL
(TALKING/VOICE/
TRUST)

CONNECTOR TRAITS
Doesn’t mind being center of attention

Could be extroverted or introverted

Essence comes through via voice

Connecting people with what they need is 
primary goal

Good receiver if promoting someone else

They Know Best approach

Feel more comfortable selling for others 
than for self

Center of influence

Natural networker. In networking,              
attitude is “How can I help you?”

Loves learning more than teaching

Loves talking to people

Can be perceived as persona or as real

SUPPORTER TRAITS
Happy to let someone else have spotlight 

Could be extroverted or introverted

High sense of responsibility for providing 
promised results

Supporting someone else’s business is 
primary goal or nature of business

I Have a Great Solution approach

Conversation or personality is primary 
driver in sales

Networking approach is, “How can I     
support you?”

Loves face to face interaction

Can be perceived as persona or real

Conversational Connector and Conversational Supporter Traits
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COMPELLING
CREATIVE
(CONTENT/TALENT/
IDEAS)

CONNECTOR TRAITS
Connects people with cutting-edge ideas or 

talent

Could be extroverted or introverted

Viewed as center of influence

Earning income through connecting  
people with a solution is primary goal

Someone else’s compelling content or tal-
ent is primary driver for sales

They Know Best approach

High sense of responsibility for clients’ re-
sults or happiness

In networking, attitude is, “How can I help 
you get your content/talent into the world?”

Could enjoy any type of interaction

 Could be perceived as persona or as real

SUPPORTER TRAITS
Happy to let someone else have spotlight 

Could be extroverted or introverted

Viewed as the best at something

Could be extroverted or introverted

Talent or skills is primary driver for sales

I Have a Great Solution approach

High sense of responsibility for providing 
promised results

Networking approach is learning about 
others’ needs and seeing if you are the best 

solution for them.

Could enjoy any type of interaction

Could be perceived as persona or as real

Compelling Creative Connector and Supporter Traits
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Next Steps 
If you want help exploring these questions or co-creating your 
marketing or business, you’re welcome to apply for a free clarity 
session. Visit this page to submit an application. I’ll be in touch 
with your next steps. 

You’ll leave the session with: 

• Your exact primary Archetype Alignment box (and secondary 
boxes, if applicable) identified.

• Feedback on why your biggest challenges are happening 
and how to start to fix them.

• Business tips and ideas based on what the session reveals.

• Recommendations for your best next steps, which might 
include books, programs, referrals to colleagues, free 
resources, or even working with me – but only if I truly feel I 
can help you.

Get started here.

http://www.truthandconsciousness.com
http://gretchenpritts.com
http://www.truthandconsciousness.com/get-certified-2/
http://gretchenpritts.com/clarity-session
http://gretchenpritts.com/clarity-session
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